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ABSTRACT
One frequently encounters innuendoes, charges,

allegations, threats, and rationales of conspiracy in studying the
role of rhetoric in social movementc. While "full discussion of
competing ideas," holds high repute, "people meeting to plot some
action," is disreputable and under some conditions illegal. This
paper focuses on existing definitions of conspiracy in the fields of
law, sociology, and political science. The author distinguishes
betWeen real as opposed to fictional conspiracies. The paper also
tries to answer three questions: 1) What are the philosophic bases
of conspiracy? (2) What sorts of persons are prone to believe that a
conspiracy exists? (3) And what criteria must be present before a
conspiracy is credible? (Author /LG)
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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: A PLACA:, FOR CON' IACY
by

Donovan J. Ochs

(Paper presented at the Speech Communication
Association National Convention, Chicago,
December, 1972)

An honorable American custom has it that one should p all

me ac-

knowledge my indebtedness to my colleague, John Bowers, for his

debts before New Year' Eve. With only one day left,

` :enee that I write this paper. And, I owe a special debt

to Pita Alvis, my research assistant, who located and compiled

more materials on conspiracy than I th ought existed.

In studying the rhetorical messages within various reform

movements, I notice what seems to be a rhetorical commonplace.

Almost invariably, leaders f a reform movement will claim that

a conspiracy exists and that this conspiracy causing most of

the problems which the movement will resolve. As all of us are

well aware, the John Birch Society maintains that a Commuhist

conspiracy exists and is methodically taking over our government.

In the eariy years of the National Farm Workers Association,

leaders were convinced that the i+ -growers had form c011-

spiracy to prevent their efforts to secure collective bargaining,

jially curious, the leaders of an establishment, when con-

fronted with a reform movement likely to claim that a con-

spiracy is causing the turmoil. For example, officials in Iowa

City during our campus riots in 1970 issued a number state

meets suggesting that battle - hardened SOS activi ?ts from the

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY



University of Wi sccrrr in t t r nd he dest rue t inn,

ling tv.or I 1 you are And what you're re:nlif YOU hc

fami l ar with so-called eonspir3cles such as thw.e: the

eons 'racy, the Jewish consim racy, the Si -iali :onspir:ley the

conspiracy of the Illuminat , the Papal conspiracy, the Rothschild

conspi racy, the conspiracy to assasinnte I're£4 id:It dv, the

Watergate conspiracy, the Chic;. to 8 conspiracy, h e ;l ie CIrauvini

conspiracy, the Feminist conspiracy, the Pantie cons-ira v the

the Thick 13, -I , etc.
1

wouldFBI conspiracy to elimi

almost appear to ire several conspiracies for every reform movement.

But counting alleged conspiracies does not account for them.

Specifically in this paper, I want to account for the '10--

spread use and apparent susceptibility of people in reform move-

ments and in establishments to conspiracy appeals.

To do so, I propose to focus on these questions; ',Cat is a

conspiracy? Are there some types of persons who are more likely

to search put and dlcLover conspiracies than others? And, how

might a critic of reform movements di---inguisn between actu 1 con-

spiracies and psychological conspiracies?

By common definition, you and Y would be conspirator_ if we

met the hotel hy and

one oeting rooms Even

we interdeu

to steal a water pitcher

cacy involves two or more people

or wrong act,

in. his essay entitled "The Development of the Longish Law c

Conspiracy," J. W. Bryan notes that conspiracy was first written

did no-

that

unlawful



into English law in 1305. At that tine, conspiracy was limited

to Sec greements whose object was to hinder pervert '1

administration of justice. In other words, conspiracy was

stricted to instances of bringing false witness against innocent

people in the law courts. In 1611 conspiracy was extended to pro-

tect the King against plots to overthrow him. Jason Epstein, in

his book, The Great Conspiracy Trial details the next historic de-

velop-

"By the nineteenth century, the theory of conspiracy in

American law cam') to include "concerted actions to ac-

complish some purpose, not in itself criminal, by crim-

inal means.

Oddly enough Big Business increased the scope of con-

spiracy law with the advent of federal regulations against price-

fixing and unfair tru f a single conrl any sets i,ts prices to

undercut and destroy the competition, that's fine. But if two

companies combine -- and this joining together i.s the lefininp

characteristic of conspiracy law -- if two companies cod inc to

set prices, then the law says that a conspiracy has occored.

en -- what is a conspiracy? Le ally, it consists o

,Ten

more _pie combining to omething

st definitions tnVOLVes

could say "combining" to bri

ng beliefs, at

up r. irig together

some cnan

customs polici

or 1 suppose, gov-r ments. Sometimes, as in the case of Father

Groppi's efforts to integrate certain residential areas of Mlwau-

kee in 1969, the reform movement i directed at changing existing



atlitudvS. lt!!; tttt iIci I lor tglii f' iiiimf.1114111.i.

black noighbors decrco5c pruperiy it

able, unsubstantiated, and [;ilse hut it. is not illegal, le)!ally,

FathJr Groppi's organization could not he cited for conspirflcv, hut

many white homeowners were convinced that the integrationists had

conspired in the sense that a great danger existed to the value of

their property. If a group of office workers meet over their lunch

hour and collectively address a petition to their boss to add another

water fountain to the office, I doubt whether any manager would con-

sider that a conspiracy has taken place. Yet, the ingredients are

clearly present -- two or more people combining to do something not

illegal, but troublesome. On the other hand, let's hypothesize a

group of people who want to change a law that says only folks with-

white skin can eat in public restaurants. To carry out this pro-

posed reform, let's suppose-this reform group decides to walk right

into several restaurants, sit down at the lunch counters, and eat

whatever food they brought with .them. From the viewpoint of the

restaurant owners, and formerly existing law, crime and a con-

spiracy has taken place.

Let's reverse the coin. Assume that you are teaching a class.

Within the context of the classroom, you are the establishmen
. and

you have a super-liboral rule that to pass your course all stu-

(Aent must do is take the final exam. Lot's add two other- factorst

(1) There's also a college, rule that you can be fired for giving

blanket grades. And (2) an organization of students on your campus

are trying to abolish grades. On the day of the exam, none of your



studonts show up, )11:1 - ho phone calls. puinl

of my contrived ex. mplc tills: Would you _pt cnhspi ILA, Jr;

nil explanation of the ahn cc? I think so.

a classroom rule doesn't have the statustatu of a statutory, codified

law, but the concerted action of these mythical students accom-

plished something akin to a crime -- a 1perccived an Mminent

i_tarLdal to you and your j

I offer an answer to the q n: What is a con i_racy?

IEOILK one needs three ingredient (A) a group who by

their concerted action (l3) intended (C) to commit a crime.

Practically --and_l tempted to say rhetorically -- -n

a person has reason to believe that a perceived and an

imminen danger to himself is caused by the concerted ac-

tions of some group, for: that etson a conspiracy probably

exists.

There is a loose concept in my practical definition of cons

acy -- the concept of person. To get at this notion, we need to

ask are there some types of persons who.. are more likely to search

and discover conspiracies than others? The answers to this

question depend on which authors one chooses

Talcott Parsons, a sociologist who studied the con-

spiracy appeals of Joseph McCarthy claims peop

who were fearful of evaaaLlIva.ues easily accepted

the "eastern liberal establishment" as the cause of

their fear.4



Gary Allen, a of Ncfiic Oarc C:111 it c',9nPlrY,

sounds his alarm ago' iders" the currant

descendants of t e Rothschild conspiracy, to re a(

who fit this description. I quote here from his

chapter. "Something is bugging you, but you aren't

sure what. We keep electing new lents who seem-

ingly promise faithfully to halt the world -wile Comm

nist advance, put the blocks to extravagant government

spending, douse the fires of inflation, put the economy

on an even keel, reverse the trend which is turning the

country into a moral sewer, an 1 toss the criminals into

the hoosegow where they belong, Yet, despite high hopes

and glittering campaign promises, these problems coutin-

ue to worsen no matter who is in office,"

Sociologist Franz Neumann claims that a person is sus-

ceptible to conspiracy appeals if Ice belongs to a group

which is threatened b1 a loss of status.`' By way of

illustration, David Carter, a doctoral candidate at Iowa

who is Currently studying the NFU movement reports that

in much oc --crgture prods ced by thethte leader s

the rational r --arm Ur anizaction, the plight of the Anted

cart is attri "international money."

Hans Tech uses the labels "authoritarian" and "ethno-

7centric" to describe the susceptible person; Rokeach



reduces open-Clos 111 rttlellt "the extent to which

there is reliance absolute authority;" while Lio,ei

and Raab divide people into I pluralist cnni,

with the monist camp bell

acy appeals.

susceptible to c nspi

fnc ugh -- the immediate conclusion would seem to he this:

Those who are susceptible to conspiracy appeals tend to be rini.d,

authoritarian, and anxious. But most people on some occasions

would tend to fit these descriptors. And, because anyone tends

to distort his perceptions of reality in the direction of his wishes

and fears, then, in a situation when someone is rigid, authoritar-

ian, or anxious and when confronted with a perceived and imminent

danger he will probably distort his pert p ions of in the

direction of his fears. For example, after the Chicano Convention

riots of 1968 the City of Chicago released a film entitled %bat

re D- y Plant." Before tllo convention, according to filmed

interviews, authorities in the City of Chicago received s ore that

the Yippies intended to Put LSD in the city water supply. Mayor

Daley perceived that a conspiracy was underway. Also, a few months

ago the Den a tic Headquarters at Watergate were apparently -ugged.

George McGove pel ce ved that conspiracy was_

The i oint that I'm stye sins! this: One need not be a mem-

of the Radical Right or Left or a psychiatric can idate to per-

eons) cies. To the extent that you i place a ntrong,

positive value on anything ke.property, privacy, scholarly

excell security, moral behavior, etc. -- and to the extent



that u and 1 arc suseentihle to 5 -1 eljim thAt t iril .rt j is

is the cause GC our perceived and imminent threat

It seems to me, however, that a rhetorical critic of N rciom

movement must have shire way to assess conspiracy appeals which hu

Is likely to encounter, That is, a critic should he able to doter=

mine whether the appeals have any factual hasis and whether or not

a conspiracy is a valid exlilrnation for the imminent danpur

i7eived by the ref ormers. The problem is lessened if the reform

movement is an historical one because a critic usually has access

to more evidence. For example_ the conspiracy of Nazi officers to

assasinate Iftlor was clearly a real conspiracy and sufficient evi-

dence is now available to substantiate the claim. bow tlrcri in ght

a critic of an on-going reform movement distinguish between an actual

conspiracy and -- what I will call -- a psychological eosp. acy?

To do so, gg that the cr

(1) determine whether the alleged conspirators have a specific

identity. The more amorphous the desil nation given to

the alleged conspirators, i.e., "th e Insiders," "the !led

Menace "the Select few, "them," tiro

more likely the conspiracy is psycho ogical

(2) Dot_ mine the alleged conspi _ had the o_ppo

tunity. _ pint. 1 not. e_ospi Can 1. is i

Determine whether al th e intended "victims" agree that

sufficient evidence exists to verify the exk_ ten

conspiracy. Disagreement would suggest that an actual

conspiracy is unlikely.,



dete n i no t q l i I t : 1 1 I ei I c-ow ,pi ()r!-, c It t

making; evidence available to those

troying or cone

ability of an actual col

the reicrrut 1,1ovement.

_cvideirce would ircl t C; C the prub-

racy.

(5) d whet! her all of the alleged conspirators we irld

secure equal gains from successfully carrying out the

plot, or would suffer coual losses from unsuccessfully

carrying out the plot. inequity of loss would

suggest that an actual conspiracy is unlikely.

(6) determine whether the alleged conspiracy is used

plain disparate and discrete past events. Actual con-

spiracies usually have a si- 7le, specific objective;

psychological conspiracies tend to be repetitive, long-

term, and serve to explain a vast array of events.

These criteria can hardly be said to have infallible power. But

they do provide some guidelines for making an important distinction

in our analysis of the place of conspiracy appeals n a social move-

ment.
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